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future
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How can composite materials help 

us achieve a net zero carbon 

world?

How can we innovate to ensure 

valuable composites are recycled 

and reused?

What are the emerging 

opportunities to improve the 

social, environmental and 

economic sustainability of the 

industry?

Guest speakers include:
•Nadhim Zahawi, MP, Minister for Business 
and Industry
•Jane Nicholson, Director for Research Base, 
EPSRC
•Mark Gillan, Innovate UK Chief Technology 
Officer
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the Environment

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cabot/ev
ents/2020/sust-comp-summit.html
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Our Biggest Challenge?

Top Ten Problems Facing Humanity Over the 
Next 50 Years 

- Richard Smalley (winner of the 1996 Nobel 
Prize for Chemistry)

1. Energy
2. Water
3. Food
4. Environment
5. Poverty
6. Terrorism & War
7. Disease
8. Education
9. Democracy
10. Population

Climate Change Covid-19 Financial Crashes Racism Cyber attacks



The energy challenge
There is enough energy hitting the earth from the sun 
every hour to supply the world’s energy requirements 
for 1 year

This energy is has been 
embodied into plants, which 
degrade over millions of years, 
resulting in oil deposits.

Minerals and other components 
have their embodied energy 
from the sun too.

Heat transfer in the earth’s 
atmosphere generates other 
forms of energy.

But how do we harness this energy?



All of our energy comes from the 
sun (ultimately)



The Real Challenge is Exergy

IRON METAL

IRON OXIDE IRON OXIDE

INCREASING EXERGY

2Fe2O3 + 3C 2Fe + 3CO2 4Fe + 3O2 2Fe2O3

NB. You get back to this point 
easily – with no energy input

ENERGY

The useful embodied energy in some of our materials is difficult to extract



Carbon Fibre Composites Challenge
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Another challenge is the media

Plastic, aeroplanes for travel, using the car….



Challenge: making informed choices

• An average weekly shop takes about 13 plastic carrier bags = 100 grams of weight
• Shopping in bag, 2/3 of which is plastic bottles and containers = 1 kg
• So, plastic bags are a small proportion of that
• What about contribution to climate change?
• Well, in terms of total use of plastic in the UK, carrier bags account for 1%, and as 

plastic accounts for 1% of the UK’s total CO2 emissions, if we stop using them we 
would reduce our emissions by < 0.01%.

• This is small, and equivalent to avoiding driving 4 miles a year, or turning off one 
60W light bulb for each for one day, once a year! 

Data source “Sustainable Materials; With Both Eyes Open. Julian Allwood & Jonathan Cullen



What are informed choices?

“Food systems contribute 21% to 37% of global greenhouse gases, and are 
significant contributors to deforestation, biodiversity loss and declining water 
tables. The Amazon forest fires in Brazil are directly related one way or another to 
food production.

Perhaps the biggest problem: livestock. They use a third of global cropland and 
contribute 15% of global greenhouse gas emissions. A recent New Yorker article
noted that “[every] 4lbs of beef you eat contributes to as much global warming as 
flying from New York to London – and the average American eats that much each 
month.”

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2019/08/2f.-Chapter-5_FINAL.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/ar591e/ar591e.pdf
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/09/30/can-a-burger-help-solve-climate-change


So where are the real challenges?
20 tons of CO2 are emitted to produce 1 ton of carbon fibre*

93,171 tons of carbon fibre were supplied in 2015**

Demand is set to go up to 129,965 by 2020**

Global CO2 emissions 33bn tonnes (36 bn tons)***

So 20 × 93,171 = 1.8 m tons

Carbon fibre accounts for 1.8/36,000 = 0.005 % of CO2

emissions. Set to increase to….?

“Sustainable Materials: With Both Eyes Open” Julian Allwood, Jonathan 
Cullen

* Information from http://www.torayca.com/en/aboutus/abo_003.html
** https://www.compositesworld.com/articles/supply-and-demand-
advanced-fibers
*** https://www.ft.com/content/1a80e2d4-4f0f-11e9-9c76-bf4a0ce37d49

http://www.torayca.com/en/aboutus/abo_003.html
https://www.compositesworld.com/articles/supply-and-demand-advanced-fibers
https://www.ft.com/content/1a80e2d4-4f0f-11e9-9c76-bf4a0ce37d49


Embodied Energy – Composite 
Materials

The amount of energy ‘consumed’ in the production of materials – called the 
material-embodied energy.

Material Energy Content (MJ/kg)

Carbon fibre 183 – 286

Glass fibre 13-32

Polyester Resin 63-78

Epoxy resin 76-80
https://compositesuk.co.uk/composite-materials/faqs/embodied-energy

G.P.Hammond and C.I.Jones (2006) Embodied energy and carbon footprint database, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, University of Bath, United Kingdom ** Excludes sequestration

Material Energy Content (MJ/kg)

Steel 20.1

Timber** 8.5

Concrete 1.1

https://compositesuk.co.uk/composite-materials/faqs/embodied-energy
http://www.circularecology.com/embodied-energy-and-carbon-footprint-database.html


Challenge is ‘extracting’ this….

The amount of energy ‘consumed’ in the production of materials – called the 
material-embodied energy.

Material Energy Content (MJ/kg)

Carbon fibre 183 – 286

Glass fibre 13-32

Polyester Resin 63-78

Epoxy resin 76-80
https://compositesuk.co.uk/composite-materials/faqs/embodied-energy

G.P.Hammond and C.I.Jones (2006) Embodied energy and carbon footprint database, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, University of Bath, United Kingdom ** Excludes sequestration

Material Energy Content (MJ/kg)

Steel 20.1

Timber** 8.5

Concrete 1.1

https://compositesuk.co.uk/composite-materials/faqs/embodied-energy
http://www.circularecology.com/embodied-energy-and-carbon-footprint-database.html


The challenge of cost?
Automotive

Lamborghini Sesto Elemento, 2010 Paris 
Motor Show, Mainly C-fibre, $2.9m/car 

Weight of an average family sized car = 1,590 kg

Assume steel monocoque car, density = 8000 kg/m3

Density of CFRP = 2000 kg/m3

So, ¼ weight reduction achieved = 397.5 kg

How much fuel will this save?

Assume fuel consumption is proportional to weight.

For every 100 pounds (45kg) taken off a car there will be an increase of 2-3% in fuel efficiency (EPA 
figures).

So, this means that 397.5/45 = 8.8 × 3 = roughly 26% increase in fuel efficiency.
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But the challenge of end of life?

The big challenge for composites is that metallic systems are 
much more recyclable than composites

Currently 95% of cars are recycled in the UK

How do we compete with that?



A challenge to make choices?

We need to make informed choices about what materials 
are best, both for the application, but also for the planet.

For this we need better information, and it presented in a 
way that can be understood for the application.



A challenge to make sustainable 
choices

Society

Economy

Environment

Sustainability



A big challenge: public perception?



A challenge to shift choices?
• Need more direct energy sources, fewer steps towards higher exergy – away from 

equilibrium.
• More closed loops in system Recycle? Re-use?
• Reduce – we can’t consume at the same rate as we have always done.
• Choices need to be influenced somehow.

Best Worst Scaling (BWS)



Challenging Sustainability Itself?
Sustainable development is development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the needs of 
future generations to meet their own needs (Bruntland
1987)

“The fact is that we live in a world that has been
profoundly shaped by empire and its disparities.
Differentials of power between and within nations are
probably greater today than they have ever been. These
differentials are, in turn, closely related to carbon
emissions. The distribution of power in the world lies at
the core of the climate crisis”

Ghosh “The Great Derangement: Climate Change and 
the Unthinkable. Chicago, IL. University of Chicago 
Press.

Solomon Islands Flooding in India

• Sustainability is not a western (or 
Global North) invention. Many 
indigenous people have deeply 
embedded traditions of sustainability 
e.g. aboriginal people of Australia.

• Only if we incorporate concepts of all 
cultures will we collectively solve 
issues of sustainability.

• Read more on this in “Sustainability 
Concepts in Indigenous and Non-
Indigenous Cultures” Throsby & 
Petetskaya, International Journal of 
Cultural Property (2016) 23 119-140.

• We have to remember to preserve 
cultural capital as well as natural 
capital in sustainability.


